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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Responded to email
without answering question. Another dealer who just wants to get you on his lot. Plus a really
seriously overpriced vehicle. I was peary to deal with any dealership but this place was
wonderful , everything they said they would fix they did, the car was really on time and I got a
great deal! Drove all the way home to New York safely yay! Very shady dealership, mileage was
not accurate, truck wasn't what it looked like online. Check engine came on the next day and
wouldn't help fix vehicle. This organization was very shady. Got called The B word when
questioned missing fuses, battery was dead, dents in front top panel. There was no water in it
and when I took it for a test drive, smelt oil burning. Great customer service replied to me quick
and answered all my questions and they have good prices and clean vehicles. Easy people to
work with, thorough and responsive. The detail guy did a great job getting the car cleaned up
also. The guys at Auto Chiefs are the best. Full transperancy on the vehicle I ended up
purchasing. The items that needed repaired were repaired in a timely fashion. Responded to
every call and email. The detailer who cleans the cars made the inside look like new. These guys
will earn your business and will make you want to repeat. Thank you R and R and the rest of
your crew. Top notch. Sabastian was excellent! He was honest and willing to take the time to
help me out. He made me feel very comfortable and never put any pressure on me to purchase a
car. He allowed me time to make an informed decision. There was multiple issues with my
purchase nor have i even gotten the paper work for the deal.. They stopped answering the
phone. My wife broke down on the way back with the car and i need to drive several hours to pic
k her and the car up. Very poor customer service and non professional. Looked at and test
drove several vehicles. Very helpful staff. Still looking at vehicles at this dealership. Everyone
was extremely friendly and helpful, and made the car buying process super quick and easy! I
love my new car!!!!!! The visit was easy, test drive the car. The facility was clean and the people
friendly. We couldn't make the deal happen because I wasn't trying to put 7k down on what they
call a specialty car, but the people I spoke with were really nice I can't complain about that.
Dealer was friendly and helpful. Car was as advertised. I little more expensive than you would
expect for an 18 year old car. But the car is in beautiful shape. Drove it miles home without
issues. The employees where very nice. The owner was yelling at them and not very nice Will
never get a car from him! By , the smooth and quiet ride atop the Lexus reputation for reliability
had delivered the LS to the top of US luxury flagship sales. Still within its second generation,
the LS received a new engine and some additional interior features. Also, a navigation system
was available for the first time. The new four cam 4. The LS's V-8 now produced horsepower
and pound-feet of torque, and it was paired with a new 5-speed automatic transmission. Lexus
now claimed a 6. Despite the LS's considerable bulk, it braked from 60 mph to a stop in just feet.
A new optional Vehicle Skid Control system provided some compensation for the rear wheel
drive layout. Aside from the new optional navigation system, most interior changes are subtle,
like retractable headrests for example. On the outside, the grille, headlights, and taillights are all
new. Sporting enthusiasts had occasionally faulted the LS for its seemingly distant relationship
with the road. The soft and forgiving suspension and silent cabin limited some of the thrills that
may be found in the Lexus GS sedans or SC coupes. However, the LS has been marked by its
serene cabin, delicate road manners, and outstanding craftsmanship. It was not a sports sedan,
but neither were its more expensive German competitors, which were all being outsold. We'll
help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
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Find Lexus LS listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Private Seller: Chris.
Alexandria, VA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Image Not Available. Negotiable , mi. Read more.
Why Use CarGurus? Lexus SC For Sale 11 listings. Lexus SC For Sale 14 listings. It features a
front engine, rear-wheel drive design and seating for up to four passengers. Both
first-generation models were produced until The second-generation model, the SC , went into
production in The SC features a hardtop convertible design and a V8 engine. The
first-generation SC was largely styled in California at Calty , and the second-generation SC was
mainly conceived at design studios in Europe. In Japan, the related third-generation Toyota
Soarer , with which the first-generation SC originally shared body design and multiple
components, featured a separate line-up of vehicle configurations and different powertrains. A

coupe would complement the successful Lexus flagship model, the V8-powered, rear-wheel
drive LS sedan. The American Calty design team took a different approach to designing the car,
[8] using plaster molding shapes to design the body, [6] and working three-dimensionally
instead of the traditional 2-D sketch approach. The SC 's 4. It also made Car and Driver
magazine's Ten Best list from through The SC was equipped with a 3. The first-generation SC
lasted in production until 7 July , over nine years, quite long compared to the other cars of the
s. New tail lighting and a modified spoiler design was part of the mid-cycle vehicle refresh. A
front grille was added in , along with a redesigned front bumper, side skirts and rocker panels.
The output of the SC was 5 horsepower more than the equivalent engine used in the Toyota
Supra. These engines were coupled with a 4-speed automatic transmission on both the SC and
SC models. A 5-speed manual transmission was only offered on the SC from its debut until By
the end of the decade, North American SC sales began dwindling due to the lack of significant
design updates since the car's introduction and marketplace changes that led to loss of interest
in coupes. With the replacement of the five-speed unit those models also got a new differential
with a final drive of 3. Sales of the automatic transmission SC and SC models formed the vast
majority of models purchased. In contrast with the previous generation model, the redesigned
Lexus SC was intended as a convertible from its inception. Lexus designers from Europe and
Japan worked together to create a streamlined design. A design theme was chosen in
developed by Sotiris Kovos, who in return was named chief designer. Design patents were filed
in Japan, at the Japan Patent Office on 14 June under patent number The SC chassis featured a
double-wishbone setup for both the front and rear wheels. The SC featured a retractable
aluminium hardtop , all-leather interior with brushed-aluminum accents, navigation screen with
folding wood panel, and inch aluminium wheels. For additional trunk space, as an option the SC
could be equipped with run-flat tires. At its launch, the SC was marketed as the "jewel of
Lexus", and as the marque's first convertible, was intended as a more ostentatious addition to
the Lexus lineup. The special edition SC was produced in partnership with the Pebble Beach
Company , and featured a unique exterior and interior color combination which changed with
each model year. This edition was offered for model years through production of the Pebble
Beach edition was limited to varying units each year see table below for counts. Each Lexus SC
Pebble Beach edition coupe exhibited: unique colors changed each year , special badging
featuring the " Lone Cypress " logo on the front fenders, center console, and floor mats. For the
model, a rear spoiler and spider alloy wheels was also included. In and , J. They criticized its
handling, ride and style, with May calling the ride "absolutely diabolical", and stated that a big
manufacturer should have known better. In for the model year, the SC was updated, with
changes that included redesigned alloy wheels and the introduction of Bluetooth capability. In ,
a final special edition model for Japan, the SC Eternal Jewel edition, was produced, limited to
units. Production of the second-generation SC ended in July after nine years of production, but
Lexus was still using them in the Super GT until the season ended. The vehicle's exterior and
interior styling was created by the Calty Design Research center in Newport Beach , California,
which previously developed the exterior styling of the first-generation Lexus SC coupe. The
LF-LC was produced as a design study for a driver-focused vehicle at the direction of the Lexus
Center in Japan, and work began on the concept in May Extensively modified from the factory
car, the engine used is a modified version of the SC 's 3UZ-FE V8 that was also used in the
Toyota Supra racing car from previous years. In , two years after production had ended the
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Lexus Toyota. Grand tourer Personal luxury car. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Toyota Soarer Z
April â€” 7 July [3]. Toyota Supra A Toyota Soarer Z40 Japan, â€” January [19] [20] â€” July [4].
Japan: Susono, Shizuoka Higashi Fuji plant [4]. Sotiris Kovos [21] â€” Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Lexus SC. Hatchbacks CT. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Great experience here! Wilson was super helpful and it was an extremely
easy process purchasing this car. It was a very prompt response to my inquiry. The person I
communicated with was very friendly and helpful as well. Even though I did not purchase this
car which was only because it didn't have the options I was looking for I highly recommend
them. In , both Lexus SCs underwent substantial revisions. The celebrated 5-speed manual
transmission was no longer offered in the , but finally became available in the pricer Both SCs
had their engines upgraded, but the most significant improvements were under the 's hood. The
already powerful V-8 received a dramatic boost in both horsepower and torque. While using
essentially the same 4. The additional power was attributed to new Variable Valve Timing
technology. This system was a first for a production V Its benefits included lower emissions,
improved fuel economy, and of course more power due to variable camshaft timing. For years
the SC received criticism that it was not a true sports car. It weighed a hefty pounds, which
hindered pick up and created some body roll. The new engine improvements helped the SC
keep pace with competitors, but the rapidly growing market began to leave the luxury coupe
looking a bit outdated. The stylish interior appointments and soft quite ride were certainly
desirable Lexus luxury attributes that no on seemed to mind. By now, the SC was considered
more of a luxury coupe than a true sports car like its competition. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Lexus
SC listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Yoel. Greenville, SC Message Seller.
CarGurus Pay. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Lexus SC For Sale 14 listings. Hi guys, I am
posting this for a friend of mine. Here is the story: 93 Lexus SC Water pump broke and took out
the timing belt. He called me I went to his house pulled the timing cover off and varafied that the
belt was in fact broken. He ended up taking it to a general automotive repair facility not
specializing in Toyota or Lexus, a "Jack of all Trades" type of place. The shop replaced the
timing belt and water pump and called him and said that there are 3 cylinders that have no
compression because of the pistons hitting the stuck open valves. This struck me as odd. I am
no stranger to working on Toyotas and in my past experences I have never seen a belt driven
Toyota or Lexus bend any valves in the event of a timing belt breaking. I have searched all over
the web and this website and the overall concensus is that the 1UZ-FE is a non-interference
engine. But even with an overwealming majority saying it will not interfere there is still some
people who claim it will interfere, but they don't seem to have anything to back up their claims. I
would like people to post their experences with timing belt breakage. I really would like to hear
of at least someone that had the valves bend. Personally I think interference on a 1UZ-FE is
impossible and the mechanics are clueless or they are trying to take advantage of my friend. I
appreciate the help! My timing belt on my 92 SC broke last month. I didn't take it to a specialty
shop, but I told them what I was told from this forum that the 1UZ-FE was a non-interference
motor. Anyway, the timing belt was replaced along with my water pump. Car started up with no

problems. They didn't check the compression on the cylinders though. They did tell me their
manual shows the 1UZ-FE as an interference motor. Rear-wheel drive optional Traction Control
System. All outboard passenger seatbelts now include "ALR" function that allows easier use of
a child seat without a locking clip. Multifunction remote entry system with audible signal, car
finder, trunk release and "panic mode". I think only the 95 - 97 are Interference engines.. I
thought it was '98 and up that were interfering as thats when VVT-i was made onto the 4. We
really do need to get this clarified as i had a similar topic for my '92 SC as the mechanic at my
local lexus dealership said that the '92 is "Definitly an interference motor," but everyone on here
says that it wasnt till VVT-i was added '98 and up that the engine became interference. Someone
please clarify this once and for all!!! Well, a little update for everyone. He said he has seen a few
that have hit the valves. He also said that for whatever reason it is more common for them to not
interfere. I have known this guy for years and I trust him. But I would still like to hear from
someone that has had it happen to them personally. I am with you I keep reading and reading
but so many are not matching stories cannot tell any more I have a 96 and the last owner told
me that it was changed at but I can't tell but if someone could really tell me if mine is or is not I
would really appreciate that info. People say that the to 94 are non interference, and everything
after that is interference. Well, after doing some research that is partially true. The to actually
has the same exact engine called 1UZ-FE. Also uses the same timing belt part number as well.
That engine seems to be non-interference. However, the to are called 1UZFE. Notice there is NO
dash between z and f. The 98 to is a completely different engine as far as valvetrain. I hope I was
able to shed some light on this matter. Unfortunately the Gates manual you referenced has
numerous obvious errors but at least it is more accurate than older versions. I just purchased a
sc with , miles. The last verified timing belt change was at Many thanks to the member who
posted that link. I guess the prudent thing is to not take a chance and have the AAA bring it
home so that I can change the belt. Just doesn't seem worth the risk of ruined engine. However,
while I have it "open" I'll hand turn the crankshaft through two complete revolutions and see if I
encounter any resistance. I'll post the results. Won't be absolutely definitive, since if a belt
breaks at high rpm, there might be valve float that would jam valve or hole a piston. You will
want to change the water pump, idlers, tensioner and a few other misc. The water pump on a 90
LS I bought new seized at only 75, miles and trashed the timing belt. I had very little warning No
damage was done but I was driving at a low speed on a city street on an icy day when it
happened. After the repair, I drove the car to , miles and then sold it to a friend who drove it to ,
miles until he sold it to a third owner. Yes, thanks about the water pump advice. It's already
failing as noted, so I'm going that far in. Another question, though. Does anyone know if, once
the timing covers are off, is it possible to inspect for a damaged timing belt or impending
failure? Won't make any difference to what I have to do, but just curious for future maintenance
and useful information for the group. No, I don't think you can tell if failure is imminent since the
belt itself almost never breaks but is instead taken out by the failure of the tensioner, idlers,
water pump, etc. I suppose you could drive the car until the timing system fails which might be
never. The reason I've never done this is that it is a safety issue. All power is lost when the
timing systems fails Guess I wasn't clear in my question. I wasn't concerned about driving it to
the last and catching it just before it breaks, but just the opposite. If I'm going to breakdown I'd
like it in my driveway. I just bought this car - miles. Don't have any idea of the condition of the
belt. No documented new belt since , water pump is failing. Once I was satisfied that the engine
ran, didn't miss, knock or smoke, I shut it down, bought it, flatbedded it home courtesy of AAA
and won't restart it until I have the new belts and waterpump installed since there doesn't seem
to be consensus about interference in this engine. I'm not sure if any other systems need work power steering pump, alternator, ac compressor, etc I'd like a compression and oil pressure
check. It would be nice to know what state they're in before I start so I can replace or repair
them when I'm "in" that far. It would be helpful to know whether I could chance starting the
engine again and testing them before I start tearing it down, so having a look at the belt early
on, could give me confidence about whether to start the engine and check things out before I
begin the work. Power steering pumps on Lexus V8 cars improved somewhat by and are not as
likely to fail. Mainly check to see it is leaking since a leaking power steering pump can cause the
alternator to fail. It may seem tacky but some people fashion plastic protective shields for
alternators on Lexus V8 cars - there are photos of them on this forum. The "bottle of choice" for
making these shields seems to be a Clorox container. These generation 1 V8 engines are strong
and remain strong if they are properly maintained. The engine in my 90 LS was still running
perfectly and using no oil between changes when I sold it at about , miles in The subsequent
owner drove the car to about , miles before he it. The Lexus V8 engine is not interference but
still could be damaged if the timing system fails at high engine speeds. It occured to me that in
all my review of the timnig belt and water pump replacement in the shop manuals I had never

encountered any warning against turning the crankshaft if the camshaft timing was either off or
out of synch - which would be expected if the engine there was an interfenence problem. There
are two very relevant statements in the engine overview from the Lexus shop manual. So it can
be confidently stated that at least the early 1uz-fe engines are not interference engines and
timing belt failure alone will not damage the valves or pistons. Nor will valve spring failure.
Anyway, I just finished running the engine and testing everything that could be tested before I
started digging in to change the pump and belts. Everything is fine except there is no heat from
the heater. I am sure this is because of an airlock in the system and the lack of coolant
circulation. Hi everyone. This is my first post. I'm in a pinch an so is my mechanic. I'm aware
that my 92 SC is a non-interference engine. I just had the water pump and timing belt replaced.
I'm told the mechanic manually turned the engine crank with a wrench and that he turned it two
revolutions the night before, and that the next morning he decided to turn it again, but the
engine was stuck locked up. Does anyone know why this may have occurred? Any input would
be greatly appreciated. Old thread I know. So, we all know it's a non interference engine. A
buddy of mine went to buy an engine and asked me a few things about it. The place selling the
engine called him and said sorry, it turns out the engine had a broken belt. But they had another
engine both '95 and sold him that one, and also gave him the broken one for free. He stripped
down the one with the broken belt and found everything nice and clean inside, but had three
bent valves. All over Red Rover, we now have bent valves. And the wife wasn't racing or pulling
hard at the time either. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now
to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a
link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic.
Recommended Posts. Posted January 28, Link to post Share on other sites. Looks like the 98
model SC went to interference looking at this info. Torque at rpm lb-ft 4, rpm. Top track speed
mph. Aerodynamic drag coefficient 0. Vehicle speed-sensing, progressive power
rack-and-pinion. Automatic headlamps added. New exterior colour: Graphite Metallic. Climate
control system revised for CFC-free refrigerant. New emissions controls and on-board
diagnostics. Revised stitching on leather-wrapped steering wheel. Thicker steering wheel rim.
Revised tail lamps. New wheel design. Cornering lamps replaced with foglamps. Audible remote
entry. Revised power passenger seat. Parking brake handle moved 0. Climate control and audio
system displays changed from green to amber. Outside temperature gauge added. Second
cupholder added. Revised audio system. Meets side impact standards. Slight suspension and
steering retuning. New noise-control measures added. Ivory instrument panel changes hue.
Horsepower at rpm, hp 5, Torque at rpm, lb-ft 4, Meets federal side-impact standards.
Rear-window glass-imprinted antenna. Pre-tensioners added to front seatbelts Adoption of
electrochromic mirrors Moonroof adoption of one-touch open slide function. Lexus
chrome-plated wheels. Exterior colour discontinued: Teal Mist Metallic. Exterior colour addition:
Bordeaux Pearl. Color-keyed side skirts. Redesigned rear spoiler, bumper and taillamps. New
alloy wheel design. Horsepower at rpm, hp 6, Genuine wood trim on the center console.
Electronic programmable garage-door opener. Gated shifter and wood- and leather-trimmed
shift knob. Adoption of in-key multifunction remote. Vehicle theft-deterrent and immobilizer
system, with in-key transponder. Adoption of Digital Sound Processor. Six-disc CD
auto-changer standardized. Floor mats standardized. Three-spoke steering-wheel design.
Daytime running lights. Larger brake size. Exterior colour discontinued: Baroque Red Metallic.
Exterior colour addition: Cinnabar Pearl. New Model introduced for SC Air Force Rascal 0
Posted January 28, Posted January 29, Toyofreak 0 Posted January 29, SKperformance 9
Posted January 29, It may in fact have lost compression but it is not because the valves hit the
pistons. Toyofreak 0 Posted January 30, Posted January 30, LexiSexySc 0 Posted June 6,
Posted June 6, LexusFR 0 Posted July 19, Posted July 19, Posted October 2, Well, I'm not at all
sure how this comes out. Needs a water pump, too. That's defninitely leaking. Posted October 4,
I have a shop manual, so it's straightforward, but lengthy. Posted October 5, Good advice '90sl!
Just what I would have commented. Thanks again. So, I finally got wise and read the manual
more carefully. Paraphrased: - the valve springs are such that no "float" will occur under any
circumstances. Hydrotex 0 Posted November 13, Posted November 13, Posted April 7, Great
post! Photon 0 Posted April 10, Posted April 10, Posted December 1, Join the conversation You
can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Followers 2. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign
Up. News Club News Photos Videos. Unread Content Members Gallery. There are a number of
reasons why it would be a good idea to do either. Both options are made of cast aluminum,
which means both are much lighter and is a natural heat sink, and does not heat up as much as
the OEM, which is made of cast iron. Both designs are also fixed calipers, more commonly used
for performance and reliability while the OEM are a floating or sliding type. Both also have a
total of four pistons on each side for the front brake calipers, and utilize a bigger brake disk,

which translates to more surface friction, which means more braking power. The only difference
with either is the price. Personally, I have had both setups. Both performed great, if compared to
the stock braking power. The LS brake calipers provide a smooth luxury feel braking power.
While the TT Supra brake calipers is just brutally sporty braking power. Well, there is that rear
fixed type brake calipers in the mix for the TT Supra set, fully equipped with those red Hawk
pads and the SC is like a lbs. It can literally stop you in your tracks, like nothing. First order of
business is to take out the entire OEM brake calipers with the brackets. Since the purpose of
doing this conversion is to increase braking power, this would also be a great time to change
the brake lines to braided stainless steel brake lines for added durability and performance. The
conversion is straight forward, and the minor details that needs to be addressed will be
highlighted in this article. After taking the OEM brake calipers off, you will have to do something
about the dust shields first before you can install the bigger brake disc and brake calipers on to
the hub. Some people cut the edge off, some completely remove it and others just replace it
with the matching dust shields for their brake calipers. I chose to remove the dust shields back
then, since replacing it requires to take the hub off of the wheel bearing. I used a sheet metal
scissors to cut the dust shield, and mangled it in the process of removing it. There's no problem
in taking it out other than getting the brake dust all over your wheels and wheel well. This is
what I was left to work with. A lot of people who have done this conversion talked about filing a
small part that hits the hub on the mounting points. As you can see in this pic, it is very
minimal. Here it is before filing. And that is all it takes to make it sit properly on the hub.
Another issue people had, was the longer bolts, the OEM brake calipers used, would hit the disc
brake once fully tightened. As you can see, the difference in length is not even perceivable.
Here is a hint of the part number for the proper bolts. I paired a zinc coated slotted brake rotors
with my LS brake calipers conversion. After a few miles of driving, the brake pads take off the
zinc coating of the surface it makes contact with. Everything else is left with protection from
corrosion and doe
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sn't end up looking rusty. Here is the end product on my old SC Disclaimer: Use at your own
risk. If you don't feel comfortable doing a procedure then don't do it. This information is to be
used as a guide and is for illustration purposes only. By no means is my site a definitive source
for the procedures listed; it is simply how I or the tutorial contributor did things. The tutorial
contributor, and I are not responsible in any way for anything that happens as a result of
following these guides. Safety First: When working on your car put safety first. Use common
sense and be careful. If you're doing electrical work disconnect the battery. If you need to jack
up the car use jack stands and wheel blocks. Common sense is the key. Oct 2, Featured Posts.
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